
PROGRAM IN AGRARIAN STUDIES
YALE UNIVERSITY

The Program in Agrarian Studies at Yale is an experimental, interdisciplinary
effort to reshape how a new generation of scholars understands rural life and
society. The many hands from many disciplines that have shaped this Program
share three premises. The first is that any satisfactory analysis of agrarian
development must begin with the lived experience, understandings, and values
of its historical subjects. The second premise is that the study of the Third
World (and what was, until recently, called the Second World) must never be
segregated from the historical study of the West, or the humanities from the
social sciences. Finally, we are convinced that the only way to loosen the
nearly hegemonic grip of the separate disciplines on how questions are framed
and answered is to concentrate on themes of signal importance to several
disciplines. By building a sustained community of interdisciplinary conversation
and by demonstrating what creative trespassing can accomplish, we hope to set
a standard of integrative work that will act as a magnet. The Program began
with academic year 1991-92 thanks to support from the Rockefeller Foundation,
the Ford Foundation, and Yale University.

COLLOQUIUM SERIES The core of the Program's activities is a weekly collo-
quium organized around an annual theme. Invited specialists send papers in
advance which are the focus of an organized discussion by faculty and graduate
students. "Hinterlands, Frontiers, Cities, and States: Transactions and Iden-
tities" is our theme for the next two years. This topic would embrace, inter alia,
the study of mutual perceptions between countryside and city, and patterns of
cultural and material exchange, extraction, migration, credit, legal systems, and
political order that link them. It would also include an understanding of how
different societies conceive of the spatial order they exhibit. What terms are
meaningful and how are they related, e.g. frontier, wilderness, arable, country-
side, city, town, agriculture, commerce, 'hills,' lowlands, maritime districts,
inland? How have these meanings changed historically and what symbolic and
material weight do they bear? We hope the colloquium will become an impor-
tant audience for the best work on this subject from any historical period,
region, or discipline.

PROGRAM FELLOWS The program appoints Research Fellows annually who
are in residence for the year, present a paper, and attend the colloquia.
Ordinarily, we hope to have four to six Fellows whose diversity reflects the
breadth of the program and a Senior Fellow who has already made an important
contribution to agrarian studies. Fellows are selected competitively. For
information about application procedures and deadlines, write directly to the
Program in Agrarian Studies, Box 208300, New Haven, CT 06520-8300, USA.
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Princeton Studies in
Culture/Power/History

Nicholas B. Dirks, Geoff Eley,
and Sherry B. Ortner, Editors

CULTURE/POWfR/HISTORY
A Reader in Contemporary Social Theory

Edited by Nicholas B. Dirks, Geoff Eley,
and Sherry B. Ortner
Paper: $18.95 ISBN 0-691-02102-3
Cloth: $49.50 ISBN 0-691-03220-3

THE NATION AND ITS FRAGMENTS
Colonial and Postcolonial Histories

Partha Chatterjee
Paper: $15.95 ISBN 0-691-01943-6
Cloth: $49.50 ISBN 0-691-03305-6

HANGING WITHOUT A ROPE
Narrative Experience in Colonial and

Postcolonial Karoland
Mary Margaret Steedly

Paper: $16.95 ISBN 0-691-00045-X
Cloth: $49.50 ISBN 0-691-09461-6

MODERN GREEK LESSONS
A Primer in Historical Constructivism

James D. Faubion
Cloth: $35.00 ISBN 0-691-09473-X

REGULATING THE SOCIAL
The Welfare State and Local Politics

in Imperial Germany
George Steinmetz

Cloth: $45.00 ISBN 0-691-03240-8

PRICES ARE IN US DOLLARS • ORDER FROM YOUR BOOKSELLER OR FROM

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS
PHONE ORDERS: (609) 883-1759 U.S. • (+243) 829121 U.KJEUROPE
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Toil and Plenty
Images of the Agricultural Landscape in England

1780-1890

January 15 - March 13,1994

Yale Center for British Art
1080 Chapel Street, New Haven, Connecticut

(203) 432-2800

made possible by a generous grant
from the National Endowment for the Humanities
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New from Cambridge
Home to Work
Motherhood and the Politics
of Industrial Homework in
the United States
£/7een Boris
Gender prejudices have shaped the
battle over homework from the 1870s.
But by the 1980s, the middle-class
mother at the keyboard replaced the
victimized immigrant. This record of
the voice of homeworking women
in the debate over their labor also
provides historical context to the
Reaganite lifting of New Deal bans.
44370-9 Hardcover $59.95
45548-0 Paper $17.95

Now in paperback...

The Devil's Dominion
Magic and Religion in
Early New England
Richard Godbeer
"Godbeer shows us that popular belief
in magic underlay most accusations of
witchcraft, even in the Salem epidemic,
and be also shows that popular belief
did not necessarily ascribe the efficacy
of magic, and by consequence of witch-
craft, to the devil."

—The New York Review of Books
46670-9 Paper $14.95

Crow Dog's Case
American Indian Sovereignty,
Tribal Law, and United States Law
in the Nineteenth Century
Sidney L. Harring
The first social history of American
Indians' roles in the making of American
law sheds new light on Native American
struggles for sovereignty and justice dur-
ing the' 'century of dishonor,'' a time
when their lands were lost and their
tribes reduced to reservations.
Cambridge Studies in North
American Indian History
41563-2 Hardcover $54.95
46715-2 Paper $17.95

Women and Gender in
Early Modern Europe
Merry E. Wiesner
This major new textbook has been
designed for students in all disciplines
seeking an introduction to the very lat-
est research on every aspect of women's
lives in Europe from 1500 to 1750, as
well as the development of the notions
of masculinity and femininity.
38459-1 Hardcover $49.95
38613-6 Paper $14.95

American Samurai
Myth, Imagination, and the
Conduct of Battle in the First
Marine Division, 1941-1951
Craig M. Cameron
"Craig Cameron offers the most careful,
complex, and critical study yet of the
relationship between imagination and
conduct for America's World War II sol-
diers. Deftly combining older and newer
historical methods, and avoiding the
jargon and myopia of both, Cameron
creates a sensitive, often chilling por-
trait of bow soldiers are prepared for
war, changed by it, and encouraged to
remember it." —Michael S. Sherry,

Northwestern University
44168-4 Hardcover $24.95

A Plague of Sheep
Environmental Consequences
of the Conquest of Mexico
Elinor G. K. Melville
This is a book about the biological
conquest of the New World. Taking as a
case study the sixteenth century history
of a region of highland central Mexico,
it shows how the environmental and
social changes brought about by the
introduction of Old World species
aided European expansion.
Studies in Environment and History
42061-X Hardcover $54.95

Poverty and Deviance in
Early Modern Europe
Robert Jutte
Contrary to the once-traditional historical
emphasis on the ameliorative role of
individual reformers, this study provides
an authoritative account of poverty and
deviance by looking much more closely
at the poor themselves and their com-
plex network of social and communal
relationships.
41169-6 Hardcover about $49.95
42322-8 Paper about $14.95

Available in bookstores or from

CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY PRESS

40 West 20th St., N.Y., NY 10011-4211
Call toll-free 800-872-7423
MasterCard/VISA accepted.
Prices subject to change.
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International
Affairs
Editor
I. E. Spence, The Royal Institute of International
Affairs, London

Published for the Royal Institute of International
Affairs

International Affairs, founded in 1922, is the
quarterly journal of the Royal Institute of In-
ternational Affairs and Britain's leading
policy journal of contemporary world affairs.
It combines broad-based coverage of global
policy questions with up-to-date and penetrat-
ing analysis of the key processes shaping
world developments. Articles by practicing
policy-makers and academic specialists keep
both general and specialist readers in touch
with the leading edge of European debates, as
well as with thinking elsewhere on current in-
ternational issues. International Affairs
brings the issues of today to the fore in a way
that is readable and stimulating. The journal
also carries an unrivalled book review sec-
tion, reviewing more than 100 new books on
world affairs in every issue, thus providing
an up-to-date survey of new work.

Quarterly (ISSN 0020-5850)
Volume 70,1994
Institutions $78.00; Individuals $59.00.
Single Parts $21.00.

Send orders to:

Cambridge University Press
40 West 20th Street
New York, NY 10011-4211
(Outside the USA, Canada, or Mexico:
Cambridge University Press, The Edinburgh Building
ShaHesbury Road, Cambridge CB2 2RU, England.)

CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY PRESS
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SMITHSONIAN SERIES IN ETHNOGRAPHIC INQUIRY
William L. Merrill and Ivan Karp, Series Editors

CANCER IN THE
COMMUNITY
Class and Medical Authority
Martha Balshem
Focusing on deep conflicts between the
medical establishment and the working
class, Balshem chronicles a health
education project in a blue-collar
neighborhood in Philadelphia and
addresses such issues as the ethics of
professional authority, class antagonisms,
the politicalization of cancer, and the
control of knowledge.
6 b&w photographs 192 pp.
Cloth: I-56098-250-0H $42.00
Paper: I-56098-251-9P $15.95

THE NGATIK MASSACRE
History and Identity on a
Micronesian Atoll
Lin Poyer

This book is both an ethnohistory—using
written and oral accounts to uncover the
circumstances surrounding the 1837
massacre of Ngatik's aboriginal population
and its aftermath—and a reevaluation of
the concept of ethnicity, examining the
cultural and sociopolitical factors shaping
community identity.
17 b&w photographs, 2 line illus. 336 pp.
Cloth: I-56098-261-6H $49.00
Paper: I-56098-262-4P $17.95

ZAPOTEC STRUGGLES
Histories, Politics, and
Representations from Juchitan,
Oaxaca
Edited by Howard Campbell, Leigh
Binford, Miguel Bartolome, and
Alicia Barabas
Poetry translated by Nathaniel Tarn

Suggesting a
new approach
to the presen-
tation of
indigenous
movements—
and ethnogra-
phy in gen-
eral—this
anthology
draws articles,
poems,
testimonies,

songs, speeches, stories, and art from
the COCEI movement, a radical leftist
Zapotec Indian coalition that has
dominated politics in the Juchitan region
of Mexico since the 1980s.
12 b&w photographs 352 pp.
Cloth: I-56098-268-3H $45.00
Paper: I-56098-293-4P $19.95

Also of Interest

Violence, Resistance,
and Survival in the
Americas
Native Americans and the
Legacy of Conquest
Edited by William 8. Taylor and
Franklin Pease G. Y.
The contributors document a variety of
roles played by Native Americans in the
westernization of the Americas, revealing
a range of responses to Europeans, from
accommodation to liberation.
15 b&w photographs 336 pp.
Cloth: I-56098-260-8H $49.00

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION PRESS
Dept. 900 • Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17294-0900 • 800/782-4612 • 717/794-2148
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Comparative Studies in Society and History is a forum for presentation and
discussion of new research into problems of change and stability that recur in
human societies through time or in the contemporary world. It sets up a
working alliance between specialists in all branches of the social sciences and
humanities. Debate and review articles bring the general reader in touch with
current findings and issues.

NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Contributions may be descriptive, analytical, or theoretical. Any article not in
itself comparative may be accepted if it lends itself to comment that will place
it in comparative perspective. Correspondence with the editors prior to the
submission of articles will help to enable them to obtain such comment or a
companion study. Emphasis in comparative studies may be either on sim-
ilarities or, if these are significant enough and call for some recasting of
generalizations, on differences. All contributions and editorial correspon-
dence should be sent to the Editors, Comparative Studies in Society and
History, 102 Rackham Building, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich-
igan 48109-1070.

Two copies of each contribution, preferably accompanied by a stamped,
addressed envelope, should be submitted. Both text and footnotes should be
clearly typed with double spacing and wide margins; footnotes should appear
on separate pages at the end of the article. Illustrations may be included by
arrangement with the editors.

Copyright © 1994 Society for the Comparative Study of Society and History. All rights reserved. No part
of this publication may be reproduced, in any form or by any means, electronic, photocopying or otherwise,
without permission in writing from Cambridge University Press. Photocopying information for users in the
U.S.A.: The Hem-Fee Code for this publication (0010-4175/94 $5.00 + .00) indicates that copying for internal
or personal use beyond that permitted by Sec. 107 or 108 of the U.S. Copyright Law is authorized for users duly
registered with the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) Transaction Reporting Service, provided that the
appropriate remittance of $5.00 per article is paid directly to: CCC. 222 Rosewood Drive, Danvers, MA 01923.
Specific written permission must be obtained for all other copying. Contact the ISI Tearsheel Service. 3501
Market Street. Philadelphia. PA 19104, for single copies of separate articles.
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Speaking in Symbols
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